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BankTrack; international NGO network, 
36 members and partners 



Facing a huge sector
15.000 plus banks



Activities BankTrack 

Pillar 1: member activities

Pillar 2: bank monitoring/policy development

Pillar 3: dodgy deal campaigning

Pillar 4: focus campaigns and activities

Pillar 5: network development, training and outreach



We focus on Dodgy Deals...



And bank monitoring



Close the Gap
Structure of this part:

1. objectives 

2. selection of banks

3. issues and sectors

4. methodology

5. scoring 

6. results



Objectives

– mapping state of the art bank policies 

– stimulate banks to have more robust investment policies

– encourage banks to be more transparent

– race to the top



Bank selection



Issues and sectors



Methodology- what did we score

1.   banks own investment policies (only those publicly available)

2.   adoption of international standards or principles 

3.   transparency and accountability policies and practice



Methodology- how did we score

1. collect bank policies and draft bank profiles
2. invited Profundo- research company
3. select 'best guidelines and standards'
4. leads to content of a bank policy
5. determined essential and additional elements
6. maximum of 5 points

Distinction lending & investment banking and asset management 



Scoring table



Example: military industry and arms trade



Military industry- content bank policy

essential elements (minimum)
The bank will not invest in companies that:

Produce weapon systems banned by the existing international arms control 
treaties, including landmines, cluster munitions, chemical and bacterial 
weapons and also produce nuclear weapons;

Provide weapons to dictatorial, corrupt regimes, terrorist groups and parties in 
open conflict.

additional elements (comprehensive)
The bank will avoid investments in the military industry entirely, including in 

companies that:

Produce weapon parts and supply those to producers of weapon systems; and
Produce ‘dual-use' technology.



Military Industry-results

– Half of the 49 banks 
developed a policy

– Commerzbank excludes 
both controversial 
weapons and 
controversial trade

– Majority of banks is 
accredited with one 
point



Bank interaction

Letter No. 1 to banks on 
launch profile- login 
BankTrack website

Letter No. 2: presentation 
scores

Letter No. 3: final scores 

Strong involvement of 
BankTrack members



General conclusions 

- Large majority of policies received score of 1 point
- 6 banks out of 49 banks no policies

- no bank all sectors and issues covered (but West LB and Barclays come close)

- On transparency procedures, banks score an average score of 1,5 (highest score 3) 

- On accountability, banks score an average score of 0,81 (highest score 2) 

- climate change hot issue; 28 banks out of 49 banks developed own policies on climate 

change. 46 banks scoring 1 point (highest score).

Top 3: Rabobank, with an average score of 1,7. Second best scores HSBC (1,2) 

followed by ING (1,16). Santander and WestLB share position four with an average 

score of (1,1).



Final remarks

Close the Gap only assesses bank's investment policies, not 
actual investments of banks

This study is a snapshot of 49+ banks
Low scores should be regarded as encouragement

Banks made progress over the years, we will continue to 
encourage banks to be powerful agents of change
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